‘Trigger Offences’

- Theft
- Attempted Theft
- Robbery
- Attempted Robbery
- Burglary
- Attempted Burglary
- Aggravated Burglary
- Deception
- Attempted Deception
- Handling Stolen Goods
- Attempted Handling Stolen Goods
- TWOC
- Aggravated Vehicle Taking
- Going Equipped
- Begging
- Persistent Begging
- Production of Specified Class A
- Supply of Specified Class A
- Possession of Specified Class A
- Possession w/i to supply Class A
- Inspector’s Authority*

*For authority by Inspector or above there is no definitive list of factors which provide reasonable grounds for suspecting that drug misuse caused or contributed to the commission of the offence. For non-trigger offences the test is authorised at the Inspectors’ discretion.